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Shirt presses line
This new line of presses perfectly
combines with Pony shirt finishers.
They guarantee impeccable finishing
thanks to their powerful squeezing
pressure and excellent heat distribution on their bucks. Our customers
can choose the press that most suits
their needs based on the dimensions,
productivity and operation type (steam
or electric).
All presses are equipped with powerful
vacuum units to allow placing the
garments and quickly remove any
residual moisture. Additionally, they
offer ergonomic solutions that allow
operators to work with the proper
posture, without getting tired up. The
collar-and-cuff range features the Pony
NO-SHINE Technology and includes the
CCP, DOUBLE and QUAD models.

TECHNICAL DATA

CCP

DOUBLE

QUAD

110V/1/60 Hz

110/1/60 Hz

230/3/60Hz

0,37 kW

0,37 kW

0,55 kW

STEAM INLET

1/2”

1/2”

1/2”

RETURN OUTLET

1/2”

2 x 1/2”

1/2”

72 ÷ 100 psi

72 ÷ 100 psi

72 ÷ 100 psi

26 ÷ 33 Lbs/h

29 ÷ 33 Lbs/h

33 ÷ 39 Lbs/h

3/8”

3/8”

1/4”

72 - 100 psi

72 ÷ 100psi

72 ÷ 100psi

AIR WORKING PRESSURE

86 ÷ 101,5 psi

87 ÷ 101,5 psi

87 ÷ 101,5 psi

AIR CONSUMPTION

1.65 cubic feet/
cycle

1.65 cubic feet/
cycle

1.75 cubic feet/
cycle

44 x 45 in

44 x 45 in

52,5 x 52 x 65 in

NET WEIGHT

631 Lbs

644 Lbs

992 Lbs

GROSS WEIGHT (INDUPACK)

670 Lbs

683 Lbs

1080 Lbs

53 x 45 x 57 in

54 x 45 x 57 in

48 x 53 x 79 in

REQUIRED POWER
VACUUM MOTOR

STEAM WORKING PRESSURE
STEAM CONSUMPTION
AIR SUPPLY
STEAM WORKING PRESSURE

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

PACKAGING DIMENSIONS

CCP

DOUBLE

QUAD

Collar-and-cuff press with Teflon-coated upper buck and lower buck with
vacuum and Nomex® pad. Both bucks
are steam-heated. Twin-button head
closing system with safety devices.
Productivity: up to 80 shirts per hour.

The double buck of this press allows
to finish TWO collars and FOUR cuffs
at the same time. The upper head is
Teflon-coated while the lower buck has
vacuum and Nomex® cover. They are
both steam-heated.
Productivity: up to 180 shirts per hour.

This
compact-designed
quadruple
rotary press has a modular framework
that eases transport and passage
even in tight spaces which allows for
a quick installation. Quad features two
steam-heated rotary lower bucks with
Nomex® cover, both with vacuum, and
a fixed steam-heated and Teflon-coated
upper head. PLC touch-screen controls.
No access to the danger area during
operation. Productivity: up to 240
shirts per hour.
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